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Welcome to a special edition of The Derail 
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Gil Freitag’s Awards and Accolades 
 1966 Lone Star Region 1st place bridges – Stony Creek Bridge 

 1966 Lone Star Region Most Popular Model – Stony Creek Bridge 

 1967 Lone Star Region 1st place bridges – Bascule lift bridge 

 1968 Lone Star Region Special Award – Bridges 

 1969 Lone Star Region 1st place On Line Structures – Toluca Station 

 1969 Lone Star Region 1st place Displays – Patsy Pat Mine  

 1969 Lone Star Region Most Popular – Patsy Pat Mine 

 1970 NMRA St. Louis Gold Award, Best in Show- Bascule lift bridge  

 1970 NMRA 1st place – Locomotive service track 

 1972 NMRA 1st place Display – Stamp Mill  

 1973 NMRA 1st place Display – Leanna Mine 

 1977 NMRA 3rd place Display – Gus Bulk Shipper 

 Gil became the Lone Star Region Contest Chairman in 1979 and  discontinued 

entering models in contest at that time. 

 The present SC&W layout was begun in 1966.  It was Gil's third 

HO layout, which followed a number of Lionel tinplate layouts.   

 Stony Creek Engine Service Facility, 1970 NMRA St. Louis 

convention, 1st place display category 

 Allen Keller Great Model Railroads video, Vol. 13. 

 LSR director and contest chairman, San Jac secretary and VP 

 NMRA Distinguished Service Award for Master Model 

Railroader No. 91 (up to 579 now) 

 Gil and Virginia have been awarded all of the awards of the 

Southwest Live Steamers (C.T. Sumrall Iron Horse and Les 

Burford awards) and the Houston Area Live Steamers Marshall 

Black Award for service in 2002.   

 NMRA Presidents Award (2003 and 2007)  

 Gil is the first recipient of the NMRA Fellows Award (2007) 

 The Family Award from LSR was awarded to The Freitag 

Family (2015) 

  

No one has won all of the awards that the Freitags have.    
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        Contributed By Randall Wilson 

Gil Freitag’s Stony Creek and Western railroad started small. 
 

In 1966 the Stony Creek and Western Railroad began in a small second story 

room over the garage.  Soon additions were made to the layout room to 

accommodate a growing layout.  As Gil and Virginia’s five children left home the 

layout expanded into vacant bedrooms and into the game room.  Over the years 

the SC&W would grow to over 1500 square feet. 
 

As the layout expanded the model railroad community began to notice something 

special was occurring in Houston.  Photos of Gil’s NMRA national contest winning 

structures began appearing in national model railroad magazines.  Later the 

Stony Creek would appear on the cover of the NMRA Bulletin, Model Railroad 

Craftsman, Model Railroader and The Cowcatcher.   Videographer Allen Keller 

would feature the Stony Creek and Western in Great Model Railroads, Vol 

13.  Houston’s local TV stations would do live reports from the SC&W. 
 

It started small, but the SC&W was becoming legendary. 
 

This year Gil’s legendary masterpiece celebrates its 50th year.  Most of Houston’s 

model railroaders cannot remember a time when there wasn’t a Stony Creek and 

Western. Having such a legendary layout for so long in our own backyard may 

have us forgetting the impact the layout and its builder has had on the model 

railroad community. 
 

All of us have a story about our first visit to the Stony Creek and Western. 
 

When I first visited the SC&W I was awe struck.  Trains running on flawless 

track with stunning bridges spanning deep gorges and tunnels bored through the 

mountains.  I just stood there with mouth agape until Gil offered me a throttle 

and said, “Take this and run a train”.   I was amazed.  Here is the builder of this 

incredible layout offering me the opportunity to run trains and I just walked into 

the room.  He hadn’t even met me before handing me a throttle!  I quickly knew 

this was a special layout with a very special builder. 
 

When asked about building his layout Gil said, “If I were 

to start over, I would raise my benchwork about 6 

inches.  This would still be low by today’s standard, but I 

feel a low layout can be viewed better, especially by 

children.”   Anyone visiting the SC&W would notice that 

children not only could view the layout, they too would 

be given a throttle and encouraged to run the trains.  
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               Contributed By Randall Wilson 

Children were also an important part of Gil’s many clinics about the Stony Creek 

and Western’s scenery.  Gil would select two children from the audience to assist 

him.  He would explain a scenery technique and have the children try the 

technique as he described it.  As the clinic progressed the children would build a  

complete scene with Gil only providing instruction.  At the end of the clinic Gil 

would say, “If these kids can do this, you can too”. 

 

Beautiful scenery is important on the SC&W, but the main purpose of the 

railroad is to transport passengers and freight. Twelve crewmembers use 

Dynatrol throttles to operate trains in a realistic manner.  The Stony Creek and 

Western features working trackside signals controlled by a dispatcher using an 

actual CTC board.  Computer generated switchlists indicate the work for each 

train at each town.  This is a real working railroad! 

 

Operating a model railroad in a prototypical manner can be stressful for first time 

operators.  Gil invited many first time operators to join the regular crewmembers 

during SC&W operation sessions.  With Gil’s direction and gentle correction when 

mistake were made, many model railroaders were introduced to the joys of 

operations.  These new operators would soon add operation sessions to their own 

model railroads. 

 

Nationwide many layout owners open their homes for layout tours, but only for 

their fellow club members or for a NMRA type tour.  Rarely do they open their 

layouts to the general public.  The Stony Creek and Western has been open to the 

public on Thanksgiving weekends for several decades.  In its 50 year history Gil, 

Virginia (it is always a Freitag team effort) and the SC&W have hosted every 

model railroad event, from national NMRA conventions to the annual San Jacinto 

Model Railroad Club Christmas party.   Gil and Virginia use the SC&W to teach 

us to share the joy of model railroading with stranger and friend, young and old, 

model railroader and the model railroader’s spouse. 

 

As impressive as the layout is, the legacy of the Stony Creek and Western is its 

builder, Gil Freitag.  Gil’s passion for sharing the joys of model railroading is 

unsurpassed.  Model railroaders around the world have a structure or industry on 

their layout named in honor of Gil Freitag.  Several model railroaders have towns 

named Stony Creek on their layout.  The spelling of Stony Creek is a clear 

indication it is named in honor of Gil’s Stony Creek and Western.   

 

Gil Freitag’s Stony Creek and Western railroad started small.  The impact of the 

SC&W and its builder Gil Freitag will always be huge. 
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      Contributed By Brian Jansky and Gilbert Freitag 

Behind the Bench Work 

 

How long have you been into Model Railroading?  

75+ Years 

How did you get into the hobby? 

My brother Gus Freitag & I built a layout in the attic of our parent’s house.  

Did you have any previous layouts before this one? 

An HO layout was originally built in the attic space of the house. That layout was mostly 

scrapped, saving structures and bridges, when the second story was added to the house in 

1968 and the two offset rooms were set aside for the new layout at that point.  

What interests you in your prototype?  

Many trips to Colorado for sight-seeing and camping and of course chasing the D&RGW and 

C&TS railroads.  

Anybody or any layouts inspire you? 

Most of all, John Allen and his Gorre & Dephetid R.R., John Armstrong, Cliff Robinson, To-

ny Koester, Malcolm Furlow, and “Pop” Leffler.  

What is your favorite part of the hobby? 

Interacting with fellow modelers. We are closer to fellow modelers than most people are to 

family members and co-workers. 

 

Six Questions with Gil Freitag 
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      Contributed By Brian Jansky and Gilbert Freitag 

Gil Freitag’s 

 

 

Stony Creek & Western 
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      Contributed By Brian Jansky and Gilbert Freitag 
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      Contributed By Brian Jansky and Gilbert Freitag 
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             Contributed By Brian Jansky and Gilbert Freitag 
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       Photos Contributed By Steve Sandifer 
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                    Contributed By Robert Barnett 

Operating on the Stony Creek & Western 
 

The first time I operated on the SC&W was in the fall of 1984. As the newly 

elected president of the San Jacinto Model Railroad Club, I suppose Gil figured I 

should get the chance to learn about operations. This was also about the time Gil 

started running Local Turns on the railroad. If you are not familiar with that 

term some locals run the length of the Division on a railroad (in this case Stony 

Creek to Provo) and some depart a yard, work about half way across the division, 

and return to that yard.  When I arrived at the other end of the railroad 

Yardmaster Milton informed that that I was actually supposed to be back at the 

other end. (A helpful hint: If your paper work says Yard A at the start, then Yard 

A at the end, you probably have a turn!!).  

Passenger Trains and Operations: 

Fast forward about four years and four moves of the family and I was back in 

Houston.  In the fall of 1989 Gil started sending regular invitations to operate at 

the SC&W and I always accepted unless I was out of town. At that time John 

Frank was also a regular operator at the SC&W in addition to being a neighbor of 

mine and an old friend. John and I got tagged as the “passenger boys” and Gil 

usually assigned us at least two of the regular passenger trains and more if we 

were not out on a freight when the passenger trains came up in the operations 

order. John was an accountant and skilled in Excel and Word at a time when it 

was not common to everyone’s job.  He took on the task of reworking the SC&W 

passenger schedules and produced new schedules and train descriptions. We also 

reworked the train consists using available off the shelf cars.  So, very soon we 

had Trains 5 and 6 a pair of heavy-weight passenger trains that ran early in the 

session and added and dropped head end cars, Pullmans and a diner at various 

stations on the railroad. We also had Trains 1 and 2, which consisted of Concors 

streamlined Santa Fe cars, with some Athearn head end cars thrown in, two 

virtually identical consists running opposing directions that did no switching but 

were the hottest trains on the railroad. It was a real no-no to delay Trains 1 and 

2, with the exception of one Jim Long, who did it regularly to spite the passenger 

crews. Newly-added were Trains 7 and 8, the famous Santa Fe Fast Mail, which 

ran very late in the session. These trains consisted of all head end cars, baggage 

cars, express reefers and express boxes, followed by an AT&SF combine.  The 
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             Contributed By Robert Barnett 

AHM Santa Fe Combine is an actual model of the converted combines that were 

used on the Fast Mail and were perfect for the job.  

A few years later Gil added Trains 9 and 10.  These were pure milk trains that 

picked up loaded milk cars from Apex to Stony Creek and dropped off MTY and 

cleaned milk cars at the same locations on the return trip. A short time later, 

when Life-Like Proto 2000 introduced the ALCO PA in D&RW Yellow and Silver, 

and Athearn did a set of heavyweights in the Yellow and Silver Ski Train colors, 

Gil combined an ALCO PA, Baggage RPO, and Coach along with the original milk 

cars from trains 9 and 10, to model that train after the Rio Grande Yampa Valley 

Mail that entered the railroad off the Craig Branch and ran to Stony Creek.  

Equipment on the passenger trains was upgraded again as Walthers began 

introducing their passenger and head end cars beginning in 1999 and running 

until about 2008. Trains 1 and 2 received the new Walthers BUDD coaches, 

domes, diners and Sleepers when they came out.  In 2004 Walthers introduced the 

Santa Fe Super Chief series and one train was replaced by these cars. So now we 

had two fully equipped Santa Fe Streamliners running in opposing directions 

pulled by Stewart War Bonnet F Units or Proto E8 units. Then Walthers did it 

again, by introducing the distinctive Santa Fe channel bottom coaches. So Trains 

5 and 6 were partially up graded with genuine Santa Fe chair cars and some of 

the new Walthers head end cars. 

 When Gil shortened up the operating sessions from four hours (nominal-

sometimes longer) to about three hours Train 7 was not always run and we 

almost never got to Train 8.  Today all these trains still exist and several are run 

for open houses.  During most of the ½ sessions currently run we only get about 

four of the passenger trains run.  
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Bob Barnett switching No 5 at Apex. Picture taken from 

Gil’s 2007 Clinic, “40 years of operations on the SC&W”. 
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            Contributed By Robert Barnett 

About those Freight Trains:  

Far and away the bulk of the Traffic on the SC&W is freight. During a full length 

session four to six “Locals” are run.  These are turns that work approximately ½ 

of the entire railroad and return to the originating yard. Four Sweeper trains 

numbered in the 50’s series (50, 51, 52, & 53) run across the railroad with work at 

major interchanges.  Operating more like a modern railroad, these trains drop 

and pick up blocks of cars at each yard and major intermediate points. It is up to 

the yard masters and the local operators to have these cars ready when the red-

ball freight arrives. There are also two coal trains, a Rio Grande Coal Train and a 

Santa Fe coal drag. Both work the mines at Apex and Quins Bend and the Rio 

Grande works the mines up the Craig Branch.  A Santa Fe Fruit Block (The GFX) 

is staged and runs on nights when there are extra operators or visitors who don’t 

know the railroad yet. There are also three D&RGW freight trains, trains 233 and 

234 and the Cliff Turn that goes down a branch line and returns a couple of hours 

later (real hours not 6:1 hours).  

Fixed Position Operators: 

Depending on the exact era there are several fixed position jobs on the SC&W.  

The dispatcher sits in the dispatcher’s office at a CTC panel that looks exactly like 

a Union Switch panel board. There are full time yardmasters at Provo (Dixie 

Yard) and Stony Creek (Robinson Yard). The latest position added (because the 

town was added) is the Fairview Operator. This job includes switching all the 

industries at Fairview and transferring cars to the interchange track for the 50 

series trains to pick up and pulling their dropped cars back to Fairview to be 

spotted.  This is a mid-level stress job; there is a lot of switching but you have 

enough time to get your set-outs done.  Not always so lucky is the Rio Grande 

Operator at Craig.  

The Scenic and Relaxing Craig Branch: 

There are actually two Rio Grande Operators, a road operator and the local 

branch line operator. As you can guess the road operator runs the Rio Grande 

Coal Train and Trains 233 and 234.  The Local switcher’s job is to pull all of the 

industries in Craig and Tlaquepaque and deliver them to the interchange track(s) 

in Apex. Sounds easy enough, but the trains you pull cars for arrive all through 

the session, so you have to decide how many trains you feel you can pull cars for 

in one trip. In theory you could pull for all 6 trains and make one run, except the 

first train (or two) to arrive have to call the dispatcher and explain they are 
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               Contributed By Robert Barnett 

holding one of his main tracks waiting for the cars from Craig.  If a second train 

arrives with the same problem, you quickly get on the dispatcher’s list. So…. the 

correct answer is to pull for 2 or maybe 3 

trains and get down the hill to Apex 

Junction ASAP. This works fairly well until 

you arrive at the Junction with a couple of 

trains’ worth of cars in tow and are told to 

“Stand By” by the Dispatcher. When there 

is a passenger train approaching from one 

direction and a Green Fruit Express or 50 

Series approaching from the other, guess 

who gets to wait. With the traffic density in 

the middle of the session this could go on for 

quite a while, causing the local switcher to 

get way behind for the next two trains.  

So… it turns out there were a couple of Rio Grande Geeps with the old Lynx 

command control system that were regularly setting around Craig.  So the 

operator could hitch hike or “beam up” back to Craig and start switching his 

industries for the next pull while he was theoretically “waiting” at Apex to enter 

the railroad. This rouse went on for several years until the old Lynx-equipped 

engines stopped working, but it was great while it lasted. After all, the road crews 

were not going to turn you in because they got their cars and they got out of town 

OT.  The dispatcher kept the main lines open for other trains, and the 

Superintendent was busy with more pressing matters on the mainline. This Lynx 

system did not require a Dynatrol pin so they were pretty well off the radar 

screen and could be used without detection off on a branch line. In this pre-digital 

era (before emails could be resurrected years later) it was the perfect scam.  

Fifty years after its inception, the SC&W continues to operate on a more limited 

basis and is still open for layout tours and open houses each time the San Jacinto 

Club sponsors a layout tour.  That is quite a Legacy.   
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Dave Currey switching the Craig Branch. 

Picture taken from Gil’s 2007 Clinic, “40 years 

of operations on the SC&W”. 

Train No 9 at Quins Bend. (left).  Trains 1 and 2 

meeting at Tie Siding (right) . Both pictures taken 

from Gil’s 2007 Clinic, “40 years of operations on the 

SC&W”. 
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         Contributed By Laurie Lind 

Twenty-five years ago, upon marrying into the model railroad family, I was 

introduced to Gil and Virginia Freitag of Houston, Texas. 

As a newbie in the hobby, I was blessed with Virginia as a role model.  From the 

very beginning, I knew that if I could give Chuck even a small portion of the love 

and support Virginia gave Gil, our marriage would be a success! 

Virginia made the Non-Rail portion of the Lone Star Region conventions exciting 

and interesting for the “train widows.”  She made every wife feel welcome and 

part of the group, even at their first convention.  From nudging us to enter the 

Arts & Crafts Contest to coordinating side trips to places like the National 

Museum of Funeral History when the convention was in Houston, she was always 

in control.  She even out smarted the hurricane that hit Houston during AstroRail 

in 1989, when it foolishly thought it could put a damper on the outing she had 

planned…..Virginia simply got on the phone and reorganized the lunch while 

riding on the bus in the rain! 

She has always lead the judging in the Arts & Crafts contest.  No matter if there 

was just a few entries or a room full of entries, she would gather helper-judges 

and teach us to see the beauty in all types of arts and crafts. 

Though I’ll never be half the modeler, organizer, or mentor she has always been to 

others in this railroad family, Virginia gives us all a star to aim for in the future. 
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Be sure to check out these two videos of Gil’s layout.  
The first one was originally published on DVD for the 2015 National Narrow Gauge Convention. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UNAClPROlfA  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=itc9gjgBF_g 

        Contributed By Richard Louvet 

Rediscovering a Passion 

Since the Christmases of my youth I have been in love with railroads. That 

passion had cooled under the pressures of school, family and a career. My 

modeling consisted of reading, some abortive starts at a layout and more reading. 

Several years ago I decided to take advantage of the Fall Layout Tour to see some 

model railroads near home, including the Stony Creek & Western. I had read 

about great layouts and their builders and this was an opportunity not to be 

missed. But, I could not quite see myself bridging the divide between those 

layouts and my dreams. 

I arrived at Gil and Virginia’s during a slack time and was directed upstairs to 

the layout. Here was another of those magnificent layouts and so close to home! 

Here was a miniature empire right out of the magazines. Each beautiful scene 

brought back those never realized dreams. 

Gil greeted me, and without much ado, handed me a throttle. I was shocked from 

my usual visitor passivity to operating in the middle of Gil’s masterpiece. 

That simple act rekindled the long ago thrill of that Lionel train around the 

Christmas tree. Tempered by an adult knowledge of the prototype, modeling skills 

and operations it led eventually to my own layout. 

I’ve since thanked Gil for that simple gesture, but I’m not sure he even 

remembers that visit as anything out of the ordinary. The Stony Creek & Western 

is always a highlight of the tour, and it is always well attended. His openness and 

willingness to share comes naturally and I was not the first nor will I be the last 

to be awed by this man. 

I entered SC&W as a life-long model train enthusiast. That simple act of handing 

me the throttle made a real model railroader out of me. 

Thanks again, Gil. 

Dick Louvet 
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               Contributed By David N. Currey  

The Craig Branch of the D&RGW 

About the second or third time I was invited by Gil Freitag to operate on the 

Stony Creek and Western, I decided to volunteer to operate the Craig Branch.  

The Craig Branch is a D&RGW line that runs from Tlaquepaque (which was sort 

of a switching district) through Craig, and then curves down and around through 

the distant hills to connect with the ATSF at the town of Kyune.  Trains from the 

branch are built in Craig.  I don't know what appealed to me about the branch, 

because I usually prefer mainline operations.  I did like the way the line winds 

down through the hills, though, on the way from Craig to Apex. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     “Tlaquepaque “ Photo by Randall Wilson 

Little did I know what I was getting into.  There's always a learning curve with 

everything, and I found out just how learning curvy that Craig Branch is.  The 

main duties of the Craig Switcher, or whatever it's called, is to switch the 

industries in Tlaquepaque and Craig, i.e., pull the cars destined for the ATSF at 

Apex, and spot the cars at the various industries that come up from Apex.  The 

job also transfers the cars to and from Apex and Craig.  This makes it sort of 

similar to what the Missouri Pacific called “traveling switch engines”.  The job 

usually makes three or four runs down to Apex and back every operating session, 

though it greatly depends on the situations that develop with the ATSF trains in 

Apex. 

You're sort of your own trainmaster and dispatcher when on the branch, and 

when you get a significant number of cars ready for Apex, and sense that waiting 

any longer to get those cars down there could be courting disaster, you haul them 

down the hill to Apex.  You would prefer that there be cars there ready for you to 

pick up, but if there aren't, you can't wait forever.  A consideration is that you 
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          Contributed By David N. Currey  

would prefer to arrive down at Apex when little or nothing is going on there, so 

you can make your setout and pickup quickly.  Otherwise, you could be in for 

some significant down time if eastbound and westbound trains have the town 

sewed up at the same time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    "Looking Down the Hill Into Apex” Photo by Randall Wilson 

About an hour into my first operating session handling the Craig Branch, I was 

really happy the way things were going, and was rather smug in my self 

satisfaction.  I felt like I was really on top of things.  Then suddenly, the dark 

clouds moved in.  After further studying of the paperwork, which I evidently did 

not initially understand completely, I realized I had done only a fraction of what I 

needed to have already done.  From then on until the end of the session, it was 

Hectic City, or as I like to combine the two:  Hecticity, with a capital H. 

I started switching the cars, pulling and spotting as fast as I could.  In the rush, I 

made mistakes, missed cars I should have pulled, etc., and then had to do extra 

moves.  An ATSF train arrived in Apex—I didn't have all his cars pulled yet in 

Tlaquepaque and Craig.  I was a nervous wreck by the end of the operating 

session, and was probably the last one finishing up on the railroad. 

But I'm a glutton for punishment.  The next time I was invited to operate on the 

SC&W, I chose the Craig Branch again.  I was confidant I could do better.  I 

attacked it from the get-go.  I did significantly better, and was satisfied with my 

effort, but realized there was still room for improvement.  One event really stuck 

in my mind from this operating session:  Somehow, four ATSF trains had grandly 

conspired to meet in Apex at the same time.  I had a bunch of cars to take down to 
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          Contributed By David N. Currey  

Apex, and figured some of those trains had cars for the D&RGW, so I headed on 

down.  When I got To Apex, and asked the dispatcher for tracking time there, I 

could hear numerous people laughing from the direction of the dispatcher's 

console several rooms away.  The dispatcher let me join the fray.  It was either a 

melee or a madhouse down there in Apex—take your pick. 

Besides the Craig Branch, the D&RGW has other interesting operations on the 

Stony Creek & Western.  There are some D&RGW mainline trains that run 

between Marysvale Staging and Pagosa Jct. Staging.  Marysvale Staging comes 

off of Kyune (which is situated on the layout underneath Apex).  These trains run 

across the ATSF for quite a ways on trackage rights.  Pagosa Jct. Staging comes 

off of Pagosa Jct.  Usually, one guy handles all of these trains.  I can't remember if 

the D&RGW operations require two or three operators, but I believe it was three.  

In addition to these trackage rights trains, there was at least one train out of 

Craig for one of these other staging areas, plus its opposite twin, and from Provo, 

the Yampa Valley Mail passenger train ran up to Craig and back. 

     "Pagosa Junction” Photo by Randall Wilson 

After those first three consecutive times operating the D&RGW Craig Branch, I 

took it easy for the next few operating sessions I was invited to, and operated 

mainline trains on the ATSF.  That was much less demanding.  However, recently 

I ran the Craig Branch again.  It was kind of an abbreviated session, and not 

nearly as taxing.  But one thing's for sure, if you want some wild railroading, like 

lots of switching, and you feed on intensity, sign up for the Craig Branch.  You 

won't be disappointed.  You can probably talk me out of running it if I'm there, 

and I'll even volunteer to be your pallbearer.   
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       Contributed By Virginia’s Fan Club 

Operation night on the Stony Creek and Western was not just for the “railroad 

employees.”   Virginia would gather the non-rail spouses around her dining room 

table for sessions of Mexican train dominos and conversation.    

The “non-rail” table at the Stony Creek and Western operation session. 

L to R: Patsy Patterson, Bettye Bozman, Virginia Freitag, Mary Rains and Diann Wilson 

  
I wasn’t one of the frequent “non-rails” at the Freitag dining table but sure enjoyed 

the times I did attend.  Virginia was always a gracious hostess and I always felt 

welcomed and included.  The discussions were many and varied as we talked about 

family and jobs and growing up and what it means to have a husband who has a 

passion for model trains and railroading.  Sometimes, we even played a game of 

(what else) Mexican Train.  I especially enjoyed the times we got to talking so much 

we flat forgot whose turn it was.  I got to know these women as friends and am 

always eager to see them again at conventions or other activities.  Thank 

you, Virginia, for your friendship. 
 

Cathy Ashcraft 
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       Contributed By Virginia’s Fan Club 

When Gil first began inviting Randall to operate on the Stony Creek, sometimes, but not 

always, he would invite me.  I always had a great time with Virginia and the other 

ladies and looked forward to being invited again.  Each time Gil invited Randall to 

operate I would ask “Was I invited?”  Sometimes Gil said, “Bring Diann” and sometimes 

he didn’t. Once Randall and I realized an invitation extended to Randall automatically 

included me, we got a chuckle.  Gil chuckled too.  After that when Gil phoned and I 

answered he would invite me to play Mexican train and say, “Bring Randall along too!” 

  

Diann Wilson 

    

WOW!  We really have been playing Mexican Train for a long time.  The ladies play 

dominos downstairs and the guys “play’’ upstairs.  We did a lot of crazy things and made 

so much noise that the guys would slowly come down stairs to see what was going on. 

We sang commercials on one particular night.  We all were not in good voice form but we 

thought we were doing great.  We would get to talking and lose our place so we would 

just start playing anywhere.  We had a lot of great fun and we always looked forward to 

playing  each week. 

  

Bettye Bozman 

    

Those game nights were a lot of fun as I'm sure you all realized.  There was many a 

fellow who peeked around the corner to see what all the laughing was about.  Sometime 

the stories would get so wild we would forget what we were playing. There were a lot of 

good cooks in the group and the snacks were always yummy.  But we knew not to put 

raisins in anything because Bettye just didn't like them.  Sooo... on her birthday we all 

brought something with raisins in it and her birthday cake was a Barbie doll cake and 

the skirt was made of raisins.   One time Virginia brought each of us a piece of carpet 

from the Fox Theater in Atlanta where the premier of Gone With the Wind was held 

back in 1936 or there about.  They were redoing the theater and had all this stuff and 

told Liz Harris and Virginia to help themselves.  They had a Swiss Army knife with a 

scissor attachment that they used to cut out each of these motifs.  Each one had an F in 

the middle but we were not impressed.  But we really had a good laugh picturing the 

two of them on hands and knees cutting each of us a square with an F in the center.  We 

shared tales of other miss adventures, Bettye and Virginia trying to figure out how to 

drive a car they rented at one of the conventions and then bought a couple of "t" shirts 

with cuts in very interesting places (another Bettye and Virginia tale).  Then there was 

the train ride into Copper Canyon with Mary and Ed and Gil and Virginia when Mary 

got off to sight see and almost got left behind.    

 

We played Mexican Train most of the time and Rosalie Milton was in charge of the rules 

and tried to keep up with whose turn it was when we would get off on one of our tall 

tales  It was sort of a sisterhood of gals who loved guys who loved trains.  

  

Patsy Patterson 
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           Contributed By J. Stephen Sandifer 

I attended my first San Jacinto Model Railroad club meeting on March 4, 1997, at 

the invitation of Tom Cobb. Bob Werre showed slides that night at the Corpus 

Christi Catholic church. I knew no-one. Ken Caulking caught me before the 

evening was over and by the second meeting invited me to operate on the Casey 

Lines. That was my introduction to the club and operations - Ken used DC cabs 

and tabs held on freight cars with magnets. 

  

I quickly learned that the Holy Grail of operating layouts was the Stony Creek 

and Western. I can remember coming to the San Jac meeting in hopes that Gil 

would say, "You want to operate Friday night?" I even kept other options at a 

distance just in case. The first invitation came for Friday, November 20, 1998. If 

my electronic calendar is correct, that call has come 36 more times, not counting 

the Christmas parties, open houses, and dinners for Pro-Rail, HOOTERS, and 

other gatherings. 

  

When I was working on my MMR, Gil was a go-to guy.  I needed to be a 

dispatcher, so he pointed me to the CTC machine. I needed yardmaster duties, so 

Dixie was there to challenge me and, when Dave Milton was not present, I got to 

run Robinson Yard. When I needed to hand-lay some turnouts, I called Gil, and he 

invited me over to watch him work his magic as he expanded Kyune. 

  

The Stony Creek and Western may be the center piece, but as Gil and Virginia 

always say, it is not about the railroad, but about the people. Gil and Virginia 

have brought a lot of people together by way of the SC&W. 10-12 of us at each 

session got to kid each other, dodge one another down the aisles, and fuss at the 

dispatcher and yardmasters for delays and misplaced cars. Downstairs our wives 

played Mexican Train and shared stories of their wonderful families and crazy 

husbands. We have overloaded their deck and packed their garage. They designed 

their home for hospitality and have perfected the art. 

  

When the stroke hit Gil in 2010, we all were in prayer and knew our lives were 

about to change. His challenges affected all of us. But again, it is all about people. 

The Freitags continue to open their home to us. Some like Randall Wilson and 

Bob Barnett are like adopted children serving Gil and his needs. Even with his 

challenges he has continued to be featured on TV and in print media. 

  

So I join in applauding Gil and Virginia for 50 years of the Stony Creek and 

Western. You have enriched my life and the lives of countless others. 

 __________________________________________________ 

J. Stephen Sandifer 
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       Photos Contributed By Steve Sandifer 
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       Photos Contributed By Steve Sandifer 
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       Photos Contributed By Steve Sandifer 
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Lone Star Region 2008 
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       Photos Contributed By Steve Sandifer 
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Gil’s 80th Birthday Party 
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           Contributed By Virginia Freitag and Written by Gil Freitag 

(Editor’s Note: The following is an article about the railroad history and layout history of 

Stony Creek & Western written by Gil Freitag in the early 1980s.)  

 

THE STONY CREEK & WESTERN R.R. 

The Stony Creek & Western R.R. had its beginning in 1881, at the time the Santa Fe 

Railroad was trying to reach the west coast. 

They had established the Canon City and San Juan to lay a line west along the Arkansas 

River through the Royal Gorge. After building through the gorge, they met the D&RG.  

After a small war and a court battle, the line through the gorge was given to the D&RG. In 

exchange, the Santa Fe was given the route through Raton Pass. 

However, the Santa Fe still wanted to reach the west coast, mainly around the area of San 

Francisco, so they organized the Stony Creek & Western Railroad to build west across 

Colorado. The most suitable routes across Colorado had already been claimed, so the SC&W 

had to bridge and tunnel its way across Colorado. 

The SC&W was never to make the west coast and finally, in 1892, terminated its line near 

Provo, Utah where it connected with the UP and D&RG rai1roads. After the Santa Fe was 

able to reach the west coast through Raton Pass, across New Mexico, Arizona and into 

California, westward construction on the SC&W ceased. 

As you view the SC&W, you will notice that all the equipment is Santa Fe type complete 

with numbering system. 

The early problems with the D&RG have been settled and the two railroads now work 

together. In fact a portion of the D&RGW narrow gauge line connects only with the SC&W 

at Toluca after its western connection to the D&RG was abandoned. 

As a model railroad, the Stony Creek & Western Railroad was started in 1966 after 

completing a second story addition on our home. The original railroad was intended to be 

22’ x 20'; however, before the railroad was started, an adjoining 11’ x 15' room was added to 

the railroad. 

In 1976, a 4'x 9’ “dispatcher room" was added and in 1979 the sloped ceiling on one side of 

the layout was raised and a 4' x 11' section added to the railroad in the area of Quin's Bend. 

The bench work is rather unconventional, being made of' 2"x4"s and most everything is 

nailed and glued rather than the conventional L girder method.  Where weight is not a 

problem, this type of construction makes a very sturdy benchwork and is less expensive 

than L girder construction. 
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           Contributed By Virginia Freitag and Written by Gil Freitag 

The sub roadbed is all ¾” plywood with 1 ¼” wide homosote strips applied to the top. 

Individual ties are then hand-layed. 

The almost 1500 feet of track is made up of about 800 feet of Code 100, 200 feet of Code 83, 

400 feet of Code 70 and 100 feet of Code 55 rail. All turnouts were built in place and all rail 

is hand-spiked. 

The scenery is the usual hard shell type with liberal use of rubber molds over the hard 

shell. About fifty percent of the scenery is painted using dry colors (Rainbow) mixed in 

water. All the new work is painted with-acrylics diluted in water which I feel is superior to 

my older method. 

After seeing Gail Holland's clinic on making horse hair trees at the Calvary NMRA 

convention, about 1500 of these trees have been added to the railroad. The grass is now all 

ground foam and ground cover is made up of light colors of fine sand. 

Most of the structures are scratch-built. However, in the last couple of years, several kits, 

mainly Fine Scale Miniatures, have been added. This was necessitated mainly because 

more time is being devoted to operation and less time is therefore available for construction. 

Besides, I doubt if I could scratch build a model to look as good as George Sellios’ kits. I 

have no fear of ever finishing the railroad and leaving nothing to construct since areas are 

constantly being torn out for rebuilding. 

The era of the railroad is the early '50s. The motive power consists of primarily steam and a 

few of the first generation of diesels. Most of the cars are the simple kit type except for the 

narrow gauge which is mostly scratch-built. 

The railroad consists of a 450 foot single track main, running from Stony Creek to Dixie 

Yard. There are six passing sidings between these points with switching at four of these. 

There is a three track hidden yard which connects the two main yards and allows for 

continuous running. There are also hidden reverse loops at each yard to turn passenger 

trains and are used during casual running sessions. 

Much of the Stony Creek yard is dual gauge. The dual gauge runs to Toluca where it 

separates from the standard gauge and runs down to Black Gap and up to Sierra Vista. The 

narrow gauge is about 150 feet long. 

The minimum radius on the standard gauge is 28 inches with a maximum grade of 2.25%. 

On the narrow gauge, the minimum radius is 20 inches with a maximum grade of 3%. All 

turnouts were built in place and vary from a number 5.5 to number 9. 

The layout is wired by using the common rail system. The throttles have all been changed 

to the SCR type, except for two Variacs at local panels. The standard gauge is operated by 
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           Contributed By Virginia Freitag and Written by Gil Freitag 

three main-line cabs and six local panels. The narrow gauge is operated by one cab and two 

local panels. 

Twin T is used for detection and to operate signals; however, much of this was disconnected 

when the dispatcher room was built and is yet to be reconnected. 

OPERATION 

The method of operation has been changed several times over the past ten years and the 

method described has been used for the past five years. 

The railroad runs on a 12 to 1 digital clock with three readouts at various locations. Most 

communication is done using telephones.  The crew of nine consists of a dispatcher, tower 

man, three mainline cab operators, a yard operator at each of the two yards, an Arapahoe 

operator and a Shingle Springs operator. At the present time the narrow gauge is not used 

during operating sessions. 

A typical time table calls for four passenger trains, two through-freights, nine locals and 

two Shingle Springs trains. 

Trains are put together in one of the two yards according to a switch list. When a train is 

ready, the dispatcher is notified and he assigns the train to one of the three cabs. The cab 

operators run their trains from hand-held throttles with about 10 feet of cord. 

When they reach a location where switching is required, they proceed to the local panel to 

do all their switching. This is true everywhere except at Arapahoe, where there is a full 

time operator. 

At this location, he sets out in a block, all the cars for Arapahoe and picks up his cars which 

have already been grouped by the Arapahoe operator. 

If I were to start over, I would raise my benchwork about 6 inches. This would still be low 

by today’s standard, but I feel that a low layout can be viewed better, especially by 

youngsters. 

I have too much trackwork and could get by with at least 100 feet less. This is a hard 

decision as I like switching and long runs. I would not be satisfied with only running 10 or 

12 feet between towns. This is part of the reason for the twisting main line which often 

doubles back to extend running distance between towns. 

Make sure all track in towns where switching is to be done is close to level. 

Eliminate duck-unders. Those who have visited my layout lately know that the duck-under 

leading to the Arapahoe panel has been eliminated and plans are underway to eliminate the 

duck-under to switch Apex. 
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    Contributed By Rick White, Peter Bryan, and Robert Barnett 

Railroading on a Larger Stage:  

1. Gil and Virginia Freitag were introduced to 1 ½: scale (Live Steam) when they started 

visiting the Comanche & Indian Gap Railroad in 1992. In 1996 Peter Bryan invited a group 

of Houston area model railroaders who were interested in operations to attend an operating 

meet at the Comanche & Indian Gap Railroad in 1996, and Gil became a fixture at these live 

steam operating meets. 

2. Bitten by the bug, Gil and his son Gilbert constructed a pair of RS-3 locomotives from 

scratch in the 1998. 

3. About this time Gil and Virginia joined the Houston Area Live Steamers.   Gil & Virginia 

have been awarded both the Southwest Live Steamers C.T. Sumrall Iron Horse Award and 

the SWLS Les Burford award.  In addition, they have been awarded and the HALS Marshal 

Black Award. 

4. During his years at HALS Gil and Virginia were instrumental in the construction of the 

Phase 3 track that extended the railroad back into the woods along Little Cypress Creek and 

was recognized by HALS with the Marshall Black award for his contributions in that effort.  

5. Gil along with fellow operations enthusiasts Peter Bryan, Ed Rains, Rick White and Randall 

Wilson established the HALS tradition of hosting several “Ops Days” each year in addition 

to the Run Days where the club provides free passenger rides to the public each month from 

March through November. Many Houston area model railroaders have attended the Ops 

Days and enjoyed the fun of operating on a large scale railroad.  

6. In early 2000’s Gil rebuilt several of the station buildings that are located at the towns on 

the HALS track. Gil also built the Lakeside station from scratch (see photos on its 

installation day.) These beautifully detailed structures in authentic Santa Fe and D&RGW 

colors can be seen today along the track.  

7. Although the stoke he suffered several years ago has limited his physical work at HALS Gil 

and Virginia continue to be members and are frequently at the track for meets and 

operating events.  
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Gil & Virginia at the 

HALS - SWLS 

Memorial Day 

weekend meet with 

their RS3 and the old 

gondolas used for 

riding in until a tip 

over happened at the 

C&IG.  

05-23-2003 
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                    Photos Contributed By Rick White 
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Gil Freitag scratch built the new 

Lakeside Station for HALS. 06-20-2009  

Lakeside Station built by Gil Freitag 

and installed. 06-20-2009  

Gil Freitag installing the concrete 

ties that he made.  First installation 

at HALS. 01-07-2005  
Gil Freitag tamping ballast for the first concrete 

ties used at HALS. This track survived the HALS 

floods and has not been aligned or ballasted since 

then. 01-07-2005.     
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                   Photos Contributed By Rick White 
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Gil Freitag smoothing concrete under 

the approach to the transfer table.   

06-18-2002 

Ron Pasley and Gil Freitag 

making concrete.  Gil is about to 

put in another bucket.   Phase III 

bridge abutment.  10-08-2002  

Rick White, Virginia Freitag, and Gil 

Freitag moving Sweetwater Station 

after Gil re-built it.  03-07-2003  
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2007 

Gil and Virginia switching 

at Caliente on a HALS OPS 

Day. 01-29-2005  

                   Photos Contributed By Rick White 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
.  
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HALS Fun Run - Gil & Virginia 

Freitag  with their RS3 and the 

new and safer riding car.           

01-28-2006 
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                    Photos Contributed By Rick White 
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Gil & Virginia 

were at it again 

at the HALS 

25th 

Anniversary 

Meet on 

November 12, 

2016.  Bob 

Barnett is 

running Gil's 

loco with Gil, 

Virginia, and 

Gilbert Freitag.   

2008 

2013 
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President: Robert (Bob) Barnett  

rbarnett@ljaengineering.com  

Vice-President: David N. Currey 

texasandlouisiana@msn.com 

Secretary/Treasurer: Richard (Dick) Louvet  

rlouvet@att.net 

Director at Large:  Chuck Lind MMR 

chucklind46@gmail.com 

Past President: Rex  Ritz 

icrex@yahoo.com  

Officers Special Derail Contributors 

San Jac RR Club Meetings take place the 

first Tuesday of each month at 7pm 
 

Bayland Community Center    

6400 Bissonnet St. Houston, TX 
 

Click here for directions 

Visitors are always welcome! 

Conductor:  

Bob Sabol 

Engineer:  

Terri Brogoitti 

 

Brakemen:  

Cathy Ashcraft 

Robert Barnett 

Bettye Bozman 

Peter Bryan 

David N. Currey 

Gilbert Freitag 

Charlie Getz 

Brian Jansky 

Chuck Lind MMR 

Laurie Lind 

Richard Louvet 

Patsy Patterson 

Steve Sandifer MMR 

Rick White 

Randall Wilson 

Diann Wilson 
www.sanjacmodeltrains.org  

Webmaster: Brian Jansky  
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2016 ANNUAL SJMRC CHRISTMAS DINNER PARTY 

 

2016 ANNUAL SJMRC CHRISTMAS DINNER PARTY 

AT GIL & VIRGINIA FREITAG’S HOME 

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 6th AT 6PM 

If you didn’t sign up to bring a food item at the November meeting, please call Virginia to see what is still 

needed.  713-926-2993 See you there for an evening of lots of fun. 

ALSO:  DON’T FORGET TO BRING AN EXCHANGE GIFT TO GET IN ON THE FUN! 

RAILS:  Put your name inside the wrapped gift and mark the scale on the Outside (approx. $15 value) 

NON-RAILS:  Put your name inside the wrapped gift (approx. $15 value) 

 

Location:    

1835 Alta Vista St.  

Houston, TX 77023 

 

DIRECTIONS:    

     I45 South to exit #42 (Wayside) or I45 Northbound to exit #41B (Wayside) 

     Southbound:  turn LEFT onto Wayside or Northbound turn RIGHT onto Wayside  

     Proceed 0.7mi to LAWNDALE    Turn RIGHT onto LAWNDALE 

     Proceed 0.7mi to ALTA VISTA ST.   Turn LEFT onto ALTA VISTA ST. 

http://maps.google.com/maps?q=Bayland+Community+Center+6400+Bissonnet+St.+Houston,Tx&oe=utf-8&rls=org.mozilla:en-US:official&client=firefox-a&um=1&ie=UTF-8&sa=N&hl=en&tab=wl
http://www.sanjacmodeltrains.org/
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With many thanks to Gil and Virginia 
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